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Abstract
Bui, Son. N. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December, 2016. Insights in
Leveraging IT Strategies: The Importance of Identity in Adaptive Personalization
Systems in Online Retailing and the Impact of Open Source Software Production and
Management Teams’ Knowledge on Software Startups’ Success. William J. Kettinger,
Ph.D. and Chen Zhang, Ph.D.

In dynamic markets, companies constantly look for new ways to attract more customers,
accelerate innovation, and improve their products. This two-essay dissertation examines
different information technology (IT) strategies used by firms to compete. The first essay
investigates the impact of customers’ willingness to share identity information on their
repurchase intention when companies use online adaptive personalization systems. The
second essay empirically compares open source software startups’ success and
proprietary closed-source software startups’ success and examines how the top
management team’s business knowledge moderates the impact of software production
strategy on startups’ success.
Adaptive personalization systems are becoming common in online retail. These
systems use dynamically generated data and advanced data analytic techniques such as
content filtering and clickstream analysis to infer customer preferences and recommend
products or services best suited to a customer’s tastes. However, the ability of the
adaptive personalization system to continue to deliver valuable personalize content relies
heavily on the return customer’s willingness to continue to share his/her identity
information. In the first essay by applying identity control theory and the action-cognitive
processing-decision model, we theorize the cognitive and behavioral process whereby
customers who willingly share identity information assess the value of the product or
service recommendations provided by adaptive personalization systems relative to their
v

self-identity needs. We next examine the effects of willingness to share identity
information and perceived personalization value on repurchase intention. The research
results empirically demonstrate a mediating effect of perceived adaptive personalization
value between the willingness to share identity information and repurchase intention. The
study’s findings point to the importance of customers’ willingness to share identity
information and seeing value in recommended products or services that align with their
identity needs in driving repurchase intentions.
The open source software (OSS) development strategy has fundamentally
transformed software development practices. Still up for debate is whether software
startups using an OSS development approach have a better chance to succeed than those
that use a proprietary closed-source software development approach. On one hand, OSS
allows a software startup to leverage external resources from the open source community
to facilitate its innovation, but external individuals’ inputs and participation pose greater
business risks and require greater business acumen to effectively manage the needed
external knowledge and outside resources. On the other hand, closed-source software
development allows the software startup to implement more effective “lock-in” strategies
with customers. However, the closed-source approach requires intensive investment in
acquiring software talent to support the development and maintenance of the firm’s
proprietary software products. Literature also suggests that a startup’s top management
team’s business knowledge is a key factor orchestrating a startup’s performance. Strong
business knowledge is particularly needed by firms following an open source
development approach, as their managers must leverage the knowledge value of the open
source community while minimizing information leakage of their own firm’s intellectual
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property. In the second essay, we empirically test our hypotheses by analyzing software
startups’ archival data collected from multiple sources. Using the Cox proportional
hazard model to analyze the longitudinal data collected in the period of 2001-2016, we
find that startups that used the proprietary development strategy are more likely to
succeed (as measured by participation in IPOs and acquisitions) than startups that used an
OSS development strategy. Furthermore, when the top management team of the startup
has a greater amount of business knowledge, the risk involved in adopting the OSS
development strategy is mitigated. This study contributes to the open source software
literature as well as the IT entrepreneurship literature by theorizing and testing the joint
effects of software production strategy and the entrepreneurs’ business knowledge on
software startups’ success. Practically, our findings provide insights to software
entrepreneurs on the key factors that may influence their software startups’ success.

Keywords: Adaptive personalization, sharing identity information, repurchase intention,
online shopping, identity control theory, action-cognitive processing-decision model,
open source software, closed-source software, software startup, success, business
knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
In the hypercompetitive and dynamic market, companies constantly improve
products, accelerate innovation, and attract more customers. The overall goal of this
dissertation is to study how different information technology (IT) strategies used by firms
to compete. The first essay is focus on the impact of customers’ willingness to share
identity information on their repurchase intention when companies use online adaptive
personalization systems. The key objective of the first essay is to answer How does a
returning customer’s willingness to share identity information affect the perceived value
of adaptive personalization systems and how do both affect repurchase intention?
Through the lens of identity control theory and the action-cognitive processing-decision
model, we theorize the cognitive and behavioral process whereby customers who
willingly share identity information assess the value of the product or service
recommendations provided by adaptive personalization systems relative to their selfidentity needs. We then examine the effects of willingness to share identity information
and perceived personalization value on repurchase intention. The study’s findings point
to the importance of customers’ willingness to share identity information and seeing
value in recommended products or services that align with their identity needs in driving
repurchase intentions.
The second essay empirically compares open source software (OSS) startups’
success and proprietary closed-source software startups’ success and examines how the
top management team’s business knowledge moderates the impact of software production
strategy on startups’ success. Using the Cox proportional hazard model to analyze the
longitudinal data collected in the period of 2001-2016, we find that startups that used the
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proprietary development strategy are more likely to succeed than startups that used an
OSS development strategy. Furthermore, when the top management team of the startup
has a greater amount of business knowledge, the risk involved in adopting the OSS
development strategy is mitigated. This study contributes to the open source software
literature as well as the IT entrepreneurship literature by theorizing and testing the joint
effects of software production strategy and the entrepreneurs’ business knowledge on
software startups’ success.
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ESSAY 1: THE ROLES THAT REVEALING IDENTITY AND ADAPTIVE
PERSONALIZAION VALUE PLAY ON ONLINE SHOPPING REPURCHASE
INTENTION
INTRODUCTION
Seeking the benefits of web personalization tools to access continuously updated
customer data, companies are dynamically personalizing their web content based on
unique customer preferences. These personalization technologies, such as clickstream
analysis, content filtering, and collaborative filtering, allow consumers to efficiently find
products that best meet their needs, tailor website’s content to fit consumers’ tastes, and
helps organizations reach sales objectives (Ho et al. 2011; Qiu et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2008). As a result, adaptive personalization systems have become part of the
differentiation strategies that help companies attract and retain customers. The value that
adaptive personalization systems offer, through a customized experience, is especially
important for return customers who look for differentiated product offerings and high
quality services to keep them coming back (Sahoo et al. 2012).
To make accurate and customized recommendations, the adaptive personalization
systems depend heavily on analyzing customer profiles and on the customers’ willingness
to share their identity information. Advances in technology allow organizations to capture
customer identity information in two ways (Sahoo et al. 2012). Implicit approaches are
methods that gather identity information not intentionally provided by customers through
their interaction with online retailers. For example, clickstream analysis is often used to
gather users’ behavior while they interact with the website (Sahoo et al. 2012). Identity
data gathered through implicit approaches include information on which pages a
3

customer lingers, what products they searched for, and what items they purchased.
Explicit approaches are methods that gather identity information volunteered from
customers (Sahoo et al. 2012). Data gathered from explicit approaches include
volunteered payment/transaction information, personal preferences, gender and
locational/address information. Despite the possibility of collecting identity information
from either approach separately, the explicit approach combined with implicitly collected
identity information provides adaptive personalization systems the best potential for
personalized content. This allows cross reference of self-disclosed identity information
with identity information collected implicitly through automated techniques based on
customers’ use of the website.
For new customers, online retailers are challenged to offer a personalized
experience as retailers have limited identity information on new customers to generate
accurate customization. The personalized products or services that can be offered to new
customers must typically be roughly inferred based on similar clickstream behavior by
past customers that have revealed their identity and purchased products. This situation is
known as the “cold start” whereby a customer’s identity information is missing and
accurate recommended offers are difficult to achieve affecting the overall perceived value
of the adaptive personalization system (Schein et al. 2002).
Alternatively, explicitly collected identity information contained in volunteered
customer profiles can map customer preferences and previous transactions information to
current implicitly collected identity information to offer highly accurate personalized
product and service recommendations. Therefore, the extent to which a customer has
previously established a customer profile with a retailer, stated explicit preferences,
4

offered rating information, completed surveys, shopped with a retailer after signing on,
all provide identity information offering a more valuable adaptive personalization
experience. In this regard, adaptive personalization systems have the greatest potential
with return customers who must decide to sign on to a retailer’s website and share
additional identity information captured through both explicit and implicit approaches. It
is for this reason that the focus of this study is on return customers who decide to
continue to share their identity information in exchange for recommended products and
services from adaptive personalization systems.
For return customers, the potential of adaptive personalization systems is to aid in
identifying a product or service that matches their unique needs at a price they are willing
to pay. These recommendations help reduce return customers’ information search,
increase their exposure to a variety of products, and generate more business opportunities
for online retailers (Tam et al. 2005; Tam et al. 2006; Xiao et al. 2015). However, the
quality of these recommendations depends heavily on the amount of identity information
customers are willing to share to adaptive personalization systems. Since return
customers are typically not obligated to sign-in to browse products and services, their
willingness to share identity information is important in search as well as in product
purchase. Past literature has shown that privacy concerns and lack of trust can curtail a
customer’s willingness to share information with an online retailer (Dinev et al. 2006).
And, the perceived value of adaptive personalization systems relative to repurchase
intentions is still unresolved. Hence, the purpose of this study is to address important and
unanswered questions about adaptive personalization systems and customers’ willingness
to share identity information, namely: How does a returning customer’s willingness to
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share identity information affect the perceived value of adaptive personalization systems
and how do both affect repurchase intention?
To answer these questions, we draw upon the identity control theory literature and
the information processing Attention-Cognitive Processing-Decision model (ACD
model) to theorize that a return customer’s willingness to share identity information
results in a higher assessed value of the adaptive personalization systems based on its
ability to recommend products or services that meet the customer’s product and service
identity needs; and, when this occurs the return customer is more intent on repurchasing
from the online retailer.
We empirically test the effect of willingness to share identity information on a
customer’s repurchase intention, and the mediating impact of personalization value on the
relationship between willingness to share identity information and repurchase intention.
Our findings provide several noteworthy contributions to theory and practice. First, it
begins to shed light on the psychological perceptions concerning how online customers’
willingness to give up their personal identity information drives the assessed value of
recommendations of products and services that better address their identity needs. We
theorize that valued adaptive personalization systems provide recommendations that
trigger a self-identity perception of cognitive process comparing perceived contributed
identity information to the value of recommendations in meeting or enhancing one’s
product or service identity needs. When this occurs, it will likely increase the chance for
customers to repurchase products. Second, the findings provide evidence that
personalization value mediates the relationship between willingness to share identity
information and repurchase intention. It suggests that continuing to share identity
6

information provides returning customers with products that better match their identity
needs, which in return increases their repurchase intention. In terms of practical
contribution, this study suggests the importance of collecting identity information. Since
identity information reflects return customers’ current preferences and their previous
transaction information, keeping this information up-to-date can increase the quality of
recommendations from adaptive personalization. In addition, the findings provide further
evidence for companies to continue to adopt and enhance adaptive personalization
systems. While previous studies report that deploying adaptive personalization systems is
costly and can provide biased recommendations to encourage customers to buy products
that do not match with their preferences (Xiao et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2011), our paper
provides support that adaptive personalization systems increase return customers’
repurchase intention when they continue sharing their identity information.
The paper is organized as follow. First, we review previous literature on adaptive
personalization systems and discuss the theoretical foundation. We next present the
research model and develop hypotheses. The research method and results of hypothesis
testing are then reported. Finally, we discuss the results, contribution of the study, and
limitations and suggestions for future research.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This section reviews prior research of adaptive personalization systems, and
introduces identity control theory and the ACD model literature.
Prior research of adaptive personalization systems
There has been limited research of adaptive personalization systems in the
literature, especially related to return customers. Past research on adaptive
7

personalization systems has focused on the benefits and costs to customers. Xiao et al.
(2007) argued that the systems not only reduce customers’ information overload and
search time, but also aid and influence customers in their decision making. For many
online retailers, the goal of adaptive personalization systems is to maximize business
opportunities (Xu et al. 2014). To achieve that, the system needs to meet two objectives
(Tam et al. 2005; Tam et al. 2006). The first objective is to customize the content,
presentation format, and timing of personalized messages to customers. The second
objective is to create a personalized message that influences a user’s decision making.
Both of these objectives are critical factors to determine the success of an adaptive
personalization system.
Saboo et al., (2012) suggest, there are three approaches to adaptive
personalization systems, ranging from a content filtering approach, to collaborative
filtering, to a hybrid approach. The content-filtering approach uses product information to
recommend similar products. The collaborative-filtering approach, in contrast, uses
correlations in sales or ratings to identify what similar customers bought. The hybrid
approach combines the two approaches. Previous research has also focused on the design
of the systems and suggests that the effectiveness of adaptive personalization systems are
dependent on how well the systems are implemented and what approaches are chosen
(Sahoo et al. 2012).
Adaptive personalization systems are highly dependent on consumers
volunteering their identity information. However, the customer often is not obligated to
sign-in, disclose preferences, nor give up personal information. In this instance, the
personalization system runs into the “cold-start” problem. That is, the system does not
8

have enough identity information to generate accurate personalized recommendations.
Chen et al. (2013) argues that lack of trust or privacy concerns discourages customers to
share information. Consumers are often concerned that their personal information can be
misused, that recommended products do not match their preferences, and lack of
familiarity with personalization systems leads to less willingness to interact with the
systems (Dinev et al. 2006; Komiak et al. 2006). Some previous research of adaptive
personalization systems has focused on different algorithms to solve the “cold-start”
problem. For example, Chen et al. (2013) recommends using trust networks to provide
recommendations for cold-start users. Negre et al. (2013) proposes patterning OLAP
queries from historical data to offer relevant information to new users.
While technical research continues to address the cold start problem, an equally
vexing issue is understanding how customer differences in willingness to share identity
information affects the perceived value of adaptive personalization systems and the
intention to repurchase. Our research seeks to address this issue. We adopted identity
control theory and the ACD model to illustrate how adaptive personalization systems are
not only an added-value service but also an identity-enhancement system that should
provide products well-representing a customer’s product and services identity needs.
Thereby, the adaptive personalization system offers recommendations of products or
services that will allow customers to maintain or enhance their self-identity as they
navigate everyday life. This could be as mundane as recommending a toothpaste that
whitens teeth to maintain an appealing smile, or the latest iPhone cover that conveys a
free spirit, or perhaps more exciting, suggesting a food delivery service that matches your
busy professional lifestyle or a specific massage type to relieve your unique sport’s
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commonly generated aches and pains. Based on previous literature (Tam et al. 2005;
Tam et al. 2006), we suggest that this product and service identity comparison process
involves cognitive and behavioral activities: attention, cognitive processing, and
decision-making. In the next section, we first establish the role of identity in online
settings and in the adaptive personalization system context. Second, we describe the
identity enhancement process from the information processing perspective. Finally, we
present the research model.
Identity control theory and ACD model
Identity is “the individual’s self-appraisal of a variety of attributes along the
dimensions of physical and cognitive abilities, personal traits and motives, and the
multiplicity of social roles” (Ma et al. 2007; Phang et al. 2009). Fundamentally, identity
answers the question, “Who am I?” Previous research has suggested the importance of
verifying identity for individuals. Carter et al. (2015), find that self-esteem and rewards
influence behavioral attempts to verify an identity and address identity needs.
While it is possible to hide your online identity, previous research suggests
several reasons that revealing online identity is necessary, especially in an adaptive
personalization system context. First, from a relationship-building perspective, people are
more likely to communicate and build a relationship when their online identity is
revealed. Sharing online identity facilitates and promotes effective recommendations
from an adaptive personalization system. Because the success of the system depends on
identity information shared from customers, many customers may exchange their identity
information to establish better product offerings (Ma et al. 2007). Second, product
purchases from online retailers requires customers to give up their identity in order to
10

carry out online transactions. Providing online identity helps reduce risks of experiencing
online frauds, and establishes online source credibility (Ma et al. 2007). For example,
buying online products from Amazon requires online customers to give up their credit
card information and billing address. In some online auction sites such as ebay.com,
providing your real name will increase trustworthiness and the likelihood of selling
online products. Thus, establishing and enhancing one’s online identity provides
significant motivation for online customers while interacting with adaptive
personalization systems.
While sharing identity information with adaptive personalization systems is a
central way to receive recommended products, it is equally important that the system
provide products that well-represent customers’ identity. In other words, the
representation of recommended products must accurately reflect what the customer
believes s/he is. Applying identity control theory – a structural symbolic interactionist
identity theory (Carter et al. 2015) and ACD model (Tam et al. 2005; Tam et al. 2006),
we argue that online customers will be driven by self-continuity and self-esteem to
keep/protect their perception of their online identity congruent when making repurchases
of products or services. Adapting the work of (Tam et al. 2005); Tam et al. (2006), we
suggest that the product and service to identity comparison process involves the cognitive
and behavioral activities of attention, cognitive processing, and decision-making.
Complimenting other web personalization models such as stimulus–organism–response
(Benlian 2015), our use of the ACD theory emphasizes the perception of cognitive
process related to the self-identity / product recommendation comparison when returning
customers interact with the systems. The ACD model posits that the various ways identity
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information is shared with the system influences customers’ cognition, which in turn
determines customers’ responses. Figure 1 below depicts the product and service identity
comparison process from an information processing perspective.

Pre-condition:
Return
Customer s
Previous
Transaction
Experience

Cognitive Processing

Attention

Comparison Value
of Identity to
Adaptive
Personalization
System
Recommendation

Sensing and
Willingness to
Share Identity
Information

Decision

Behavioral
Response:
Repurchase
Intention

Figure 1: Product and service identity comparison process (adapted from Tam et al.
(2005); Tam et al. (2006))

As shown in figure 1, returning customers use their previous transaction
experience to help determine which online retail sites to search for their desired products.
Literature has consistently found several factors help determine the extent to which a
return customer engages with an online retailer. When customers are concerned that their
identity can be misused or there is a lack of protection evident on the website, they are
less likely to engage with the website. For example, the level of perceived trustworthiness
of online vendors has been shown to be significantly related to repurchase intention
(Wang et al. 2008; Weiquan et al. 2005). Similarly, privacy concerns affect customers’
willingness to stick to a website (Dinev et al. 2006).
12

After selecting the return website, customers devote attention to the adaptive
personalization system. Often knowing the general type of products they need, return
customers may be willing to share their identity information with the system in exchange
for good recommended offers. Explicit data is collected through customers’ voluntary
direct input. For example, return customers reveal their preference for a movie genre on
Netflix in the hope that the system will return movies matched to their current needs.
Implicit data is also collected through customers’ interaction input with the website.
With perception of cognitive processing, return customers compare their selfidentity needs with the perceived identity projected through the products or services
recommended – resulting in the perceived value of the adaptive personalization system.
During this perception of cognitive processing, customers will try encoding the identity
received from the products offered by the adaptive personalization recommendations
while also retrieving their self-identity schema from their memory. Following identity
control theory (Carter et al. 2015), the adaptive personalization system recommendations
activate a self-identity schema subjected to an internal comparison between an
individual’s perception of identity received from adaptive personalization cues and the
perception of one’s individual identity. He/she will act to change his/her behavior to
resolve discrepancies between the two perceptions. When the congruency is achieved,
identity is protected and enhanced. If congruency is protected or enhanced, the output of
adaptive personalization system is valued more highly.
Finally, a customer will repurchase products when the products represent his/her
identity, or deny buying and/or continue searching for better-matched products if they do
not. When the buying transaction occurs, it will add to and alter the customer’s previous
13

transactional experience. This condition will help determine a return customer’s
willingness to share his/her identity information for yet another possible round of product
search. Thus, this identity revelation and cognitive comparative process is a continuing
loop in which previous transactions affect a return customer’s current product search and
purchase decisions.
RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Building from the concept of identity enhancement, our research model is shown in
figure 2 below. We propose that the willingness to share identity information relates
directly to repurchase intention and is mediated by perceived personalization value.
Control variables (trust, privacy, relative price, and self-efficacy) identified in prior
research that act as significant drivers of repurchase intention are included in our model
so that we may isolate the explanatory power of willingness to share identity information.
The theoretical rationale for the proposed hypotheses is developed below.

Control Variables
Trust
Privacy
Relative Price
Self-Efficacy

Personalization
Value
H2

Willingness to
Share Identity
Information

H3

H1

Figure 2: Research Model
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Repurchase
Intention

In our study, we conceptualize willingness to share identity information as the
willingness to give up anonymity by sharing self-identity attributes. Consumers’ sharing
of information with a vendor has been studied in past literature. By far, the most
prominent literature focuses on online privacy. For example, Awad et al. (2006)
examined the impact of an individual’s concern of information transparency on the
willingness to share information for an online personalization system. The authors found
that customers who have a higher desire to limit information transparency are less likely
to share identity information, posing a dilemma for firms to attract those customers.
Dinev et al. (2006) examined the influences of a desire for online privacy and found that
privacy concerns can inhibit an individual’s information sharing intention, while vendor
trust and personal interest in engaging in online activity can outweigh the risk
perceptions, making individuals more willing to share their information. While these past
studies have examined factors influencing willingness to share information, none have
examined the influence of a customer’s willingness to share identity information on
repurchase intentions or how it influences an assessment of personalization value.
As suggested previously in figure 1, a returning customer uses his/her previous
positive transaction experience to help determine which online retail site to search for
their desired products. This revisit decision will be influenced by the extent to which the
return customer views there are privacy and trust concerns with the vendor. Once at the
return vendor’s site, the cognitive and behavioral activities of sharing explicit information
takes effort. Therefore, when a return customer gives up personal identity information
he/she incurs sunk costs. The extent to which the customer must engage in searching for
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more detailed transactional and product information that matches his/her product and
services identity he/she incurs greater cost.
Evidence from literature suggests that customers are sensitive in tracking the sunk
costs incurred during their search online. For example, Arkes et al. (1985) finds that the
desire to not be wasteful of time and effort is present in customers’ psychological
justification for purchases. When return customers give up their identity information,
they can perceive they have cognitively invested in costly processes to achieve riskavoidance, self-identity preservation, and ‘decoupling’ from other transactions (Garland
et al. 1991; Soman et al. 2001). The more effort and time customers invest specifying
their unique identity needs to find the products they desire, the more they invest in
cognition to achieve desirable outcomes (Herrmann et al. 2015). For example, online
return customers will likely reenter their product search information again when their first
search attempts do not result in positive outcomes given their past investment in
searching and business with the vendor. Given the unrecoverable cognitive and
behavioral investments, the online customer creates the situation between sure loss and
possible recovery of getting desired products (Soman et al. 2001). As such, he/she is
more likely to continue to invest in the return vendor (Arkes et al. 1985). In sum, time
and effort investments in identity information sharing equate to sunk and opportunity
costs that affect online customers’ behavior in a way that they have greater tendency to
repurchase (Soman et al. 2001). Thus, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 1: Higher willingness to share identity information leads to greater
repurchase intention
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Because adaptive personalization systems depend on identity information that
customers give away, the more identity information customers give up the better chance
the adaptive systems can use content-filtering or collaborative-filtering approaches to find
matched products for them. In exchange, adaptive personalization systems will provide
perceived personalization value by using both adaptive personalization cues (e.g., sorting
order, timing to present etc.) and product information cues (e.g., product brand, matching
price, etc.). Xu et al. (2014), for example, demonstrated that personalization systems
reduce the processing cost and learning cost for customers’ product brands that better
match their stated needs. In this study, we conceptualize personalization value as the
individual’s perception that an online retailer provided personalized recommendations
that represent his/her product and service identity needs well. As indicated in Figure 1,
when customers are willing to share their identity information with the adaptive
personalization systems, they expect that the system in return will give them product and
service offerings that match with their identity needs. When this occurs, they perceive
greater personalization value. Thus, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 2: Higher willingness to share identity information leads to greater
personalization value.
As indicated above, customers will perceive value in an adaptive personalization
system when the products or services offered match their self-identity needs. For
example, through adaptive personalization systems a customer searches for products
closely matching with his/her identity. If s/he believes s/he would look good in charcoal
gray skinny jeans fitting with his/her fashion self-identity schema, when the adaptive
recommendation systems offers the products, better pricing, or service benefits that well17

represents the customer’s identity needs, his/her self-identity schema will be protected
and enhanced. The customer feels his/her needs are met and s/he is more likely to
purchase the product or service. Thus, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 3: Higher personalization value leads to greater repurchase intention.
Recognizing that they are not receiving good offers from an adaptive
personalization system, customers may become discouraged that the vendor does not
uniquely understand their needs and find that the recommended products are unlikely to
match their identity needs. However for return customers, costly cognitive and behavioral
investments in online searching, equate to a “sunk cost” effect that makes them feel
reluctant to abandon their effortful search process (Herrmann et al. 2015). The effect
increases customers’ tendency to continue to search for products with the hope of getting
their desired products. Thus, the sunk cognitive and behavioral investment lead them to
have a greater propensity to participate in online transactions (Herrmann et al. 2015). On
the other hand, when customers recognize that they are receiving good offers from an
adaptive personalization system, they become encouraged to further participate in the
online search process. The more the adaptive personalization system collects customers’
identity information, the better it can offer products that match with customers’ selfidentity (Tam et al. 2005; Tam et al. 2006). As a consumer recognizes the value of
personalization (recommendations matching his/her identity needs), s/he will be
compelled to behaviorally act on this information with a purchase intention. Thus, we
hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 4: Personalization value partially mediates the relationship between
willingness to share information and repurchase intention.
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METHODOLOGY
Data Collection
In order to test our model, the survey method was adopted to examine both
cognitive and behavioral aspects of return customers when they re-visit a vendor using an
adaptive personalization system. The goal to use the survey method is to identity if
customers’ willingness to share identity information affects their perception of adaptive
personalization value, and whether this leads to the intention to repurchase a product
from a vendor.
We tested the hypotheses by distributing cross-sectional surveys to 590 students
enrolled in three public universities in the U.S. Even though students represent a subset of
all online customers, previous research shows that students are Internet savvy (Manju et
al. 2003), and represent a disproportionally large segment of online customers (Dan et al.
2009). Our assessments of data using student samples are in line with suggestions by
Compeau et al. (2012) for when the use of students is appropriate for generalizations.
Therefore, we believe we can generalize our results to the larger population of online
customers. Of the 590, 378 students completed the survey. All of the respondents
voluntarily participated in the surveys and they were all assured of their confidentiality
and anonymity before beginning the surveys.
Because our study focuses on adaptive personalization, it is important to know
whether adaptive personalization systems were used in the online vendors’ websites. To
do so, we included only participants who used online retailers providing adaptive
personalization systems. To ensure this, the researchers manually checked if the website
of each retailer provided real-time recommendations when changing shopping profiles’
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preferences. For example, participants who used online retailers such as Netflix and
Amazon were retained in the survey and given individually personalized movies and
products preferences. On the other hand, participants using “static website” online
retailers such as Zara and Alibris.com were excluded because their product pages (at the
time of the review) were the same when different preferences were provided. This
filtering reduced the study sample to 269 that included only return customers to websites
that used adaptive personalization. The 109 respondents using a “static” web pages were
excluded from the study sample.
Participants were asked to explore an online retailer’s website where they had
previously purchased a product or service in the last 3 months. In order to ensure their
past transactions, we asked participants to provide specific shopping items and
transaction dates on their past shopping. Participants were further asked to re-visit and
explore the same website again at least 2 more times during the week. One week after
exploring the preferred online ecommerce websites, participants then were asked to
complete a survey to assess their experience and their intention to repurchase.
By applying unique sample manipulation in our study, we are able to control and
include only participants that use adaptive personalization systems. Specifically, they are
online customers who have past purchase experience with a vendor and are asked to
experience product search and consider additional purchasing with the online vendor.
This technique allows us to assess return customers’ perceptions of identity needs
matching related to their repurchase intention when they re-visit and re-familiarize
themselves with vendors using an adaptive personalization system.
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After conducting a listwise deletion of respondents with missing data, 269 surveys
were suitable for analysis. The participants were between the age ranges of 18 to 53
years. Females constituted 51% of the surveys and 69% of the participants reported
working either full-time or part-time. The complete descriptive statistics for respondents
is given in Table 1. The demographic distribution of the sample reveals diversity of
respondents’ background, comprising a wide range of age, job experience, internet usage
and equal gender representation.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Survey Respondents (N = 269)
Gender Age

Job
experience

Internet use

Male:
130
(48.3%)
Female:
139
(51.7%)

0 years: 83
(30.86%)
1-5 years: 139
(51.67%)
6-10 years: 34
(12.64%)
11-15 years: 6
(2.23%)
16-20 years: 1
(0.37%)
21 over years:
2 (0.74%)

0-30 min: 66
(24.54%)
30-60 min:
40 (14.87%)
1-2 hrs: 52
(19.33%)
2-4 hrs: 58
(21.56%)
> 4 hrs: 27
(10.04%)

< 21 years:
106
(39.40%)
21-30
years: 154
(57.25%)
31-40
years: 6
(2.23%)
> 40 years:
3 (1.12%)

Monthly
online
shopping
frequency
1 time: 113
(42.01%)
2 times: 81
(30.11%)
3 times: 26
(9.67%)
4 times: 21
(7.81%)
> 4 times:
26 (9.67%)

Purchasing
online
pattern
Most
products:
236
(87.73%)
Not
everything:
29 (10.78%)

Measures
The research model was empirically tested by using survey data. The survey items
were adapted from previous studies.
Willingness to share identity information was measured by three items, each using
7-point Likert type responses. These items were adapted and modified from Malhotra et
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al. (2004). Respondents were asked to provide their intentions to provide accurate and
identifiable information related to the online vendor they selected to revisit. An example
item is: “I would be willing to submit accurate and indefinable information (e.g., past
transaction records) to make the online vendor provide better services for me: ‘very
unlikely’ (1) – ‘very likely’ (7).”
Personalization value was measured using three items adapted from Komiak et al.
(2006). Each item used 7-point Likert type responses, ranging from “strongly disagree”
(1) to “strongly agree” (7). The items in personalization value include (1) consumer-rated
opinion of whether an online vendor understood the consumer’s needs, (2) consumerrated opinion of whether an online vendor knows what the consumer wants, and (3)
consumer-rated opinion of whether the online vendor provided good recommendations
based on a consumer’s preferences.
Repurchase intention was adapted and modified from Bansal et al. (2004) and
Burnham et al. (2003) using 7-point Likert types responses. The respondents were asked
to provide their intention to buy more products from the same online store with responses
ranging from ‘very unlikely’ (1) – ‘very likely’ (7).”
Control variables. We have four control variables in our model that have been
used in past research. First, trust items were based on McKnight et al. (2002b) and
Nicolaou et al. (2006). Prior research has shown that trust is associated with individuals’
willingness to share information and personalization value (Awad et al. 2006; Komiak et
al. 2006). For this reason, it is possible that customers who have higher trust in online
websites could be more willing to give out personal information and recognize the
effectiveness of adaptive personalization. Thus, we control for the importance of trust
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through the use of nine 7-point Likert-scaled items. Second, the privacy concerns items
were adapted and modified from Alge et al. (2006); Eddy et al. (1999); Stone et al.
(1989); Tepper et al. (1995). An individual’s privacy concerns can shape his/her
willingness to share information (Awad et al. 2006). As in previous work, Awad et al.
(2006) suggested that customers who have higher privacy concerns might be less likely to
provide their personal information to an online website. For this reason, we control
privacy concerns in our model by using six 7-point Likert-scaled items. Third, the
relative price item was developed to measure individuals’ subjective and relative
perception on product prices. It is possible that relative price could influence an online
customer’s intention to purchase products. Thus, we control relative price in our study by
asking respondents to answer a single scale item: “Compared to other vendors’ offers,
how would you rate the product’s price from the vendor?” Fourth, a self-efficacy item
was developed to measure a customer’s belief about his/her confidence that s/he could
achieve a search and purchase on the return vendor’s website. Research has shown that
customers tend to interact with personalization systems when they have higher selfefficacy (Komiak et al. 2006). Thus, self-efficacy was controlled in our study by a threepoint scaled item. The Appendix contains all of the items and scales used in our study.
Data Analysis
We analyzed our conceptual model with the PLS technique for two reasons. First,
PLS approach allows researchers to assess the measurement model parameters and
structural path coefficients simultaneously (Barclay et al. 1995). Second, it focuses on a
prediction-oriented and data-analytic method, seeking to maximize the variances that are
explained in constructs (Barclay et al. 1995). We specifically used SmartPLS 2.0 with
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350 resamples using the resampling method of bootstrapping (Ringle et al. 2005). In
order to test our hypotheses, we performed the multiple analyses approach: 1) structural
modeling, 2) mediating analysis, and 3) multi-group approach by using two sub-samples:
adaptive user sub-samples, and static user sub-samples.
Common Methods Bias
In order to test our H1, H2, H3 and H4, we tested our data for common method
variance using Harman’s single-factor test and common latent factor approach. For the
Harman’s single-factor test, we extracted eight factors and all factors account for less
than 30% of covariance which is less than the 50% threshold recommended value
(Harmann 1967). Results of the test do not show that our data suffer from common
method variance (Harmann 1967). For the common latent factor approach, we add to the
model another latent factor to capture the common variance among all observed variables
in the model. We then compare the standardized regression weight for this model to the
standardized regression weight of a model without using common latent factor. Results of
the test do not show any differences greater than the 0.2 threshold recommended value.
Thus, it indicates that any common variance in the model is likely due to the natural
correlations rather than due to the common method bias.
Measurement Model
All the necessary steps in the measurement model validation and reliability
assessment were followed as suggested by Hair et al. (2011) and Ringle et al. (2012).
Table 2 shows the standardized latent construct loading of the items. All of the items
have high factor loading and are above the 0.7 threshold value (Hair et al. 2010), and no
items are cross-loaded into multiple constructs. In addition, the average variance
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extracted (AVE) for each construct is much higher than the recommended minimum
value of 0.5 (Hair et al. 1998), reflecting unidimensionality and convergent validity. All
items are significantly related to their specified constructs and the convergent validity is
supported for the CFA model.

Table 2: Standardized Latent Construct Loadings
Construct
SI (1)

Items
SI1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

0.913
SI2
0.917
SI3
0.841
PV (2)

R (3)

T (4)

PC (5)

SE (6)

RP (7)

AP1
AP2
AP3
R1
R2
R3
R4
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PR1
PR2
PR3
RP

0.881
0.918
0.894
0.855
0.877
0.855
0.724
0.799
0.766
0.822
0.812
0.825
0.824
0.773
0.848
0.750
0.833
0.834
0.857
0.870
0.871
0.815
0.878
0.941
0.945
1.000
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Discriminant validity is assessed by using the relationship between correlations
among constructs and the square root of AVEs (Fornell et al. 1981) and reliability is
evaluated by using composite reliability and AVEs. Table 3 shows the psychometric
properties of the items. All square roots of AVEs are greater than the correlations among
constructs, which indicates more variance is shared between the constructs and its
indicator rather than with other constructs. Thus, it adequately indicated discriminant
validity of the model. For the internal consistency, composite reliability scores ranging
from 0.803 to 1.000 are well above 0.7, which is the suggested value for acceptance
reliability (Fornell et al. 1981). In addition, the estimates of AVEs are above the 0.5
threshold value, which provides further evidence of the scales reliability (Komiak et al.
2006).

Table 3: Correlation and Reliability of Variables
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Constructs
(1) SI
0.915
0.193 0.898
(2) PV
0.198 0.281 0.830
(3) R
0.160 0.359 0.423 0.803
(4) T
-0.215 -0.191 -0.194 -0.375 0.848
(5) PC
-0.033 -0.018 -0.074 -0.063 0.139 1.000
(6) RP
-0.055 -0.013 -0.162 0.084 -0.018 0.052 0.914
(7) SE
0.806 0.880 0.848 0.931 0.922 0.798 0.923
Cronbachs’ α
0.837 0.806 0.689 0.645 0.719 0.829 0.823
AVE
0.911 0.926 0.898 0.942 0.939 0.906 0.911
Composite R
Note: The bolded numbers on the diagonal are the square root of the average variance
extracted (AVE). Off diagonal elements are correlations among constructs.
SI: willingness to sharing personal identity information, PV: personalization value, R:
repurchase intention, T: trust, PC: privacy concerns, RP: relative price, SE: SelfEfficacy
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Testing the Structural Model
The tested model showed 27.2% explained variance for the effects of the
antecedents. According to Falk et al. (1992), the predictive power of the structural model
can be evaluated from the arithmetic average of the R2 values for all the endogenous
variables. Based on their suggestion, note that the arithmetic mean of the R2 values in
Figure 3 was over 0.10, indicating that the model demonstrates acceptable predictive
power. Figure 3 presents the path coefficients showing the magnitude of each path
coefficient of the constructs. First, for the effect of willingness to share identity
information on personalization value (H2), willingness to share information was
significantly related to personalization value (β = 0.134, p < 0.05). Second, for H3,
adaptive personalization statistically affected repurchase intention (β = 0.112, p < 0.05).
Next, for H4, the mediation analysis corresponded to Baron et al. (1986)’s
mediation test procedures. The first step was to determine whether the independent
variable (i.e., willingness to share identity information) was significantly related to the
dependent variable (i.e., repurchase intention); this condition was met (β = 0.128, p <
.05). The next step was to determine whether the independent variable was significantly
related to the mediator; this condition was also satisfied (β = 0.134, p < 0.05). Finally, we
identified whether the mediator was significantly related to the dependent variable when
the mediator was added to the direct relationship between willingness to share identity
information and repurchase intention. To infer a partial mediation effect, the mediator
and the dependent variable should be significantly related to each other, and the direct
relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable should not be
zero. As shown in Figure 3, when adaptive personalization was added into the direct
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relationship, this mediator was significantly related to repurchase intention (β = 0.112, p
< 0.05). The direct effect between willingness to share identity information and
repurchase intention, is still significant (β = 0.128, p < .05  β = .113, p < 0.05),
indicating the presence of the partial mediation effect of perceived personalization in the
relationship.

0.312*
-0.035
-0.065
-0.028

0.110
-0.186*
0.057
-0.071

Personalization
Value
0.134*

Willingness to
Share Identity
Information

0.112*

0.113*
(0.128**)

Trust
Privacy Concerns
Relative price
Self-efficacy

0.345*
0.019
-0.164*
-0.176*

Repurchase
Intention
R2=0.272

Note: direct effect of Willingness to share information is in
parenthesis *p <0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Figure 3. SEM results

In addition, we conducted a nested model and a full model comparison to ensure
the mediation effect of adaptive personalization in the relationship. A nested model
indicates a pure mediation link via a mediator in the relationship while a full model
includes a direct path from an independent variable and a dependent variable to the
nested model. The specific procedures of comparison are as follows: (1) we assessed the
fit of a nested model; (2) we assessed the fit of a full model by adding a direct path from
sharing intention and repurchase intention; and (3) we compared a nested and a full
model using their R2.
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Table 4. Hypothesis Testing for the Mediation Effect
Hypothesis

Relationship

Hypothesis 1:

A

SHI

RI

The Direct Effect

R2

A = 0.128
*

.261

A =0.113*

Mediated
Regression
Analysis

β

B
SHI

PV

A

C

B = 0.134*
RI

C = 0.112*

Hypothesis 4:
The Mediation
Effect of
Personalization
Value

Model

R2

.272

f2 value

Pseudo
F
(1,191)

SEM:
A Nested Model Nested Mod
el
& a Full Model
Comparison
(without dire
ct effect)
Full Model

0.260
0.016

4.286

0.272

Note: SHI: willingness to share personal identity information, RI: repurchase intention,
PV: personalization value.
*p < .05; **p < .01.
Pseudo F: f2 value is calculated as (R2full- R2excluded) / (1- R2full). The Pseudo F
statistic is calculated as f2*(n-k-1), with l, (n-k) degree of freedom when n=sample size,
k=the number of constructs in the model (Subramani, M. 2004)

The results of comparing the nested and full models are presented in Table 4. As
shown in the second row of the table, the first mediation by personalization value
between willingness to share information and repurchase intention revealed that by
including the direct link, there was not a significant difference of R2 between the nested
and full models, indicating a presence of mediation effect. Specifically, 26% of variance
in individual impact was initially explained by a nested model. Also, when adding a
direct path to the nested model, the explained variance in individual impact was not
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significantly increased (from 26% to 27.2%) and its f2 value was 0.016. Based on the
obtained f2 value, pseudo F should be calculated in order to determine whether the
explanatory power of the direct path on the dependent variable is significant. The results
showed pseudo F was identified as significant (Pseudo F = 4.286, p < .05), indicating
that a direct path has a significant power to explain repurchase intention in adaptive
personalization. Therefore, it is concluded that there was a partial mediation effect of
adaptive personalization in the relationship between willingness to share identity
information and repurchase intention, and hypothesis 4 was supported.
Post Analysis: Testing multi-group PLS analysis
As a post hoc analysis, we sought to determine whether there was any difference
between adaptive personalization users (using dynamically customized personalization
systems) and static users (using return vendors’ websites that do not dynamically
customize personalization) in terms of the nomological relationships between willingness
to share identity information to personalization value. To do so, we conducted a
multigroup PLS analysis for the adaptive users sub-sample (N=269) and static users subsample (N=109). The t-statistics to evaluate the differences in patch coefficient across the
two models were conducted by following guideline from (Chin 2000), Keil et al. (2000)
and Ahuja et al. (2005) (see Appendix B). Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics for
both sub-samples. Levene’s test shows that the assumption of equal variance of two subsamples on dependent variable is not violated. In addition, we used VIF value to check
for multicollinearity among independent variables. All of the VIF values are less than 10,
indicating there is no evidence for multicollinearity violation (Neter et al. 1985)
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Table 5. Comparisons between different respondents
Adaptive users

Static users
Differences

Constructs

(N=269)

(N=109)

Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

VIF.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

T (p-value)

SI

3.369

1.765

3.286

1.397

0.34 (0.735)

7.060

1.080

PV

4.830

1.297

4.508

1.397

1.46 (0.146)

0.383n.s.

1.169

R

4.766

1.388

3.762

1.246

4.36 (0.001)

2.469 n.s.

-

T

5.225

1.029

5.172

1.200

0.30 (0.764)

0.765 n.s.

1.310

PC

3.915

1.602

3.825

1.477

0.33 (0.736)

0.467n.s

1.240

2.840

1.129

3.226

1.055

-2.05
(0.041)

0.219n.s

1.098

3.190

1.465

3.020

1.352

0.679
(0.498)

0.828n.s

1.031

SE
RP

F-value

**p<0.01;*p<0.05
SI: willingness to sharing identity information, PV: personalization value, R:
repurchase intention, T: trust, PC: privacy concerns, SE: self-efficacy, RP: relative
price

Figure 4 summarizes the path coefficients for both the adaptive user model and
static user model. The analysis revealed adaptive users are positive and significant in the
path from willingness to share identity information to personalization value (pathstatic. user
= 0.125, pathadaptive user = 0.221), but static users are not positively significant. To compare
the research models across the two types of users, a multigroup PLS analysis was
conducted by comparing the path coefficient for the two models (see table 6). The results
showed that the path coefficient from willingness to share identity information to
personalization value of adaptive users is significantly stronger than for the static users
(tpooled = 3.812). In general, there is a difference between adaptive users and static users in
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the nomological relationships between willingness to share identity information to
personalization value. These results suggest that identity needs matching is significantly
more prevalent when adaptive personalization is used.

0.125
(0.221*)

SI

PV

R2=0.124
(R2=0.300)

Note: Estimation for adaptive users is in parentheses
*
p <0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Figure 4. Results of data analysis: adaptive users vs. static users

Table 6. Statistical Comparison of Paths
Total

Static Users

Adaptive Users

Path
R2
SI 
PV

SD

T

R2

0.15 0.04 2.88 0.12
4
6
5
4
** Significant at 5% level.

SD

T

R2

SD

T

0.05
1

2.43
5

0.30
0

0.04
0

5.57
5

Static Users
vs. Adaptive
Users
P. Di T-val
ff
ue
3.812
0.42
**

SI: willingness to sharing identity information, PV: personalization value

DISCUSSION
Findings
The purpose of this study was to introduce new perspectives concerning
customers’ willing to share their identity in exchange for personalized product and
service recommendations that represent their needs well. To do so we examined the
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mediating role of adaptive personalization systems on relationship of willingness to share
identity and repurchase intention. We use identity control theory and ACD model to
begin to explain how the process of identity enhancement is carried from the information
processing perspectives in the online retailing context of return customers. We then
proposed a model to empirically test the relationship between willingness to share
identity information, personalization value and repurchase intention. Surveys were
conducted in three US universities to provide empirical support for the structural model.
Overall, the findings suggest that adaptive personalization systems play an
important role in the relationship between willingness to share information and
repurchase intention in online shopping. The results suggest that sunk and opportunity
costs associated with sharing identity information directly influence a return customer’s
repurchase intention even when controlling for trust, privacy, price, and self-efficacy.
A second important conclusion is that a customer’s willingness to share personal
identity information has important consequences with a customer’s perceived adaptive
personalization systems value. In other words, when individuals are willing to give up
their anonymity and share their identity information, they place higher value on
recommended products that well-represent their product and service identity needs. This
finding extends previous research suggesting that adaptive personalization systems are
not only an added-value service but also an identity-enhancement system
Another aspect of the findings is that adaptive personalization acts in a mediating
role in the relationship between willingness to share information and repurchase
intention. In the online retail context, when consumers provide their personal identity
information to the system, adaptive personalization systems will act as a trustworthy
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source for both aiding customers’ decision making and satisfying their identity needs.
When the identity comparison between their self-identity schema and perceived identity
from recommendations are better matched, return customers are likely to repurchase the
products.
We also find that trust and privacy concerns have a significant relationship with
personalization value and repurchase intention, and willingness to share identity
information respectively. These findings align with previous research that customers
often feel unsafe sharing their identity information online, and distrust when engaging in
online transactions (Dinev et al. 2006). In addition, our study shows that relative price
and self-efficacy have a positive relationship with repurchase intention. These findings
indicate that return customers are likely to buy a product when its price is relatively
cheaper than other vendors, and that return customers are likely to buy a product when
they believe they can accomplish the search and purchase with competence (Compeau et
al. 1995; Xiao et al. 2007)
Finally, we found that there is a difference between perceptions of customers who
use adaptive and static personalization systems in our post-analysis. It further verifies our
suggestions that adaptive personalization systems can bring more potential benefits to
customers. This finding is aligned with support from literature that adaptive
personalization could be a better tool to support customers’ decision making due to their
dynamic ability to capture real-time preferences (Sahoo et al. 2012).
Theoretical Implication
The major theoretical contribution of our paper is a new perspective concerning
psychological perceptions explaining customers’ willingness to give up their personal
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identity information in exchange for better products that well-represent their identity.
Much of previous research focuses on adaptive personalization systems as simply
decision-making aids (Awad et al. 2006; Pavlou et al. 2004). However, this study
suggests that adaptive personalization systems may trigger a perception of cognitive
process that includes a comparison of one’s self-identity relative to the recommended
products and services. Our paper provides support that when return customers are
continuing sharing their identity information, they will likely receive recommended
products that are perceived to be matched with their identity. The more identity
information sharing, the closer the matched products the systems can potentially offer.
When the identity that the customers perceive from the recommended products returns no
discrepant matching with their self-identity, then customers’ identity is enhanced, making
them more likely to repurchase a product from the vendor.
Another important contribution of this paper is revealing the partial mediating
role of perceived adaptive personalization system value. This finding sheds light on the
reasons why online customers engage in repurchase intention whether or not they
perceive benefits of an adaptive personalization system. When they recognize benefits
from an adaptive personalization system, online customers are more likely to perceive
that the recommended products are matched with their identity’s needs. Thus, they are
likely to engage in repurchasing a product from the vendor. However, when online
customers do not recognize benefits from an adaptive personalization system, the costly
time and effort invested to search for a product creates a desire for them to continue their
online search. Specifically, the iterative process to find matched products leads them to
invest even more time and effort with the hope to get positive outcomes. This behavior
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creates the tendency for online customers to repurchase products given their cognitive
investment with the return vendor.
Practical Implication
A clear understanding of a customer’s identity is a possible key to success for
online retailers. Our study suggests that implementing an effective approach to capture
customer identity information is crucial. Because adaptive personalization systems
heavily depend on identity information gathered from customers, top managers need to
develop a strategic marketing plan to encourage more customers to give away their
identity information.
From a pragmatic perspective, organizations that invest in developing adaptive
personalization systems can provide differentiated services to return customers. This
study provides evidence that the differentiated service that adaptive personalization
systems provide to return customers will likely increase their purchase intention.
While return customers are more likely to repurchase a product when the system
offers them products that match their identity’s needs, the findings highlight the need for
organizations to look beyond search accuracy alone to ensure return customers
repurchase products. Specifically, given return customers’ investments in time and effort
providing identity information, they are also more likely to repurchase a product even
when the adaptive personalization system does not provide matched products. Given this
finding, vendors need to design online websites that encourage return customers to spend
more time and effort in revealing more of their identity. This might include a simpler user
interface and use of mandatory data fields that require more identity information to move
forward with a search or transaction.
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Limitation and Future Research
Several limitations are identified in our study. Our data was collected from
students. While we argue that the results from this study should be generalizable to the
population of online users, future research might consider using other samples to test our
model and assess the generalizability of the findings.
In addition, in our study we assume that when one engages in multiple
interactions with a system, adaptive personalization takes place whereby customers’
preferences have been recorded and adapted to refined personalized interactions.
However, it must be recognized that this initial study is not longitudinal in design. Future
research should measure multiple interactions with systems over time to gain even greater
insights on the power of adaptive personalization and its position in the nomological
network leading to more valuable and frequent purchases.
In our study, we assume that online customers perceive their self-identity equally
for different products. However, it is possible that customers would place less importance
on self-identity for commodity products (e.g., books, bottle water, etc.) and more
importance for differentiated products (e.g., cars, house, etc.). Future research might
consider customer’s perception of self-identity for product types to gain better
understanding on how different products affects customer’s perception of self-identity,
leading to different repurchase intention decisions.
CONCLUSION
This research suggests the role of adaptive personalization systems as an identityenhancement system that provides products well-representing customers’ identities. Our
findings provide evidence to support the positive value of adaptive personalization
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systems. Even though limitations exist in our study, we hope that our model will lay a
conceptual foundation for future work in this important area.
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APPENDIX A
Items
Willingness to share identity information (Malhotra et al. 2004)
1) I would be willing to submit accurate and identifiable information (i.e., credit card
information) to purchase goods (e.g., books or CDs) or services (e.g., airline tickets or
hotel reservations) from the vendor’s website
2) I would be willing to submit accurate and identifiable registration information, possibly
including credit card information (e.g., using sites that provide personalized stock quotes,
insurance rates, or loan rates; or using sexual or gambling websites) to retrieve information
from the vendor’ website
3) I would be willing to submit accurate and indefinable information (e.g., past transaction
records) to make the online vendor provide better services for me.
Personalization Value (Komiak et al. 2006)
1) The vendor’s website understands my needs.
2) The vendor’s website knows what I want.
3) The vendor’s website takes my needs as its own preferences.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Repurchase intention (Bansal et al. 2004; Burnham et al. 2003; Tsai et al. 2007)
I consider myself a loyal patron of the online store.
I will transact more with the online store in the near future.
I consider the online store as my first preference for online shopping.
I intend to interact with the online vendor sometime during the next 2 weeks.

Trust (McKnight et al. 2002a; Nicolaou et al. 2006)
I feel that the online vendor would act in customers’ best interest.
If customers required help, the online vendor would do their best to help.
The online vendor is interested in customer well-being, not just his or her own wellbeing.
I am comfortable relying on the online vendor to meet its obligations.
I feel good making deals online since the online vendor generally fulfills all agreements.
I always feel confident that I can rely on the online vendor to do its part when I interact
with them.
7) In general, the online vendor is competent at serving their customers.
8) The online vendor does a good job at meeting customer needs.
9) I feel that the online vendor is good at what they do.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Privacy concerns (Alge et al. 2006; Eddy et al. 1999; Stone et al. 1989; Tepper et
al. 1995)
1) I am concerned that the online vendor is collecting too much information about me.
2) It bothers me when the online vendor asks me for personal information.
3) I am concerned about my privacy while browsing through the online vendor’s website.
4) I have doubts as to how well my privacy is protected on the online vendor’s website.
5) My personal information could be misused when transacting with the online vendor.
6) My personal information could be accessed by unknown parties when transacting with the
online vendor.
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Perceived price
1) Compared to other vendors’ offers, how would you rate the product’s price from the
vendor?
Self-Efficacy (Komiak et al. 2006)
1) I am familiar with searching for products on the vendor’s website
2) I am familiar with buying products at the vendor’s website
3) I am familiar with the processes of purchasing at the vendor’s website
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APPENDIX B
Multi-group PLS Analysis

𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 = √{[(𝑁1 − 1)2 /(𝑁1 + 𝑁2 − 2)] × 𝑆𝐸1 2 + [(𝑁2 − 1)2 /(𝑁1 + 𝑁2 − 2)] × 𝑆𝐸2 2 }
𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 = (PC1 –PC2) / [𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 × √1/𝑁1 + 1/𝑁2 ]
Where:
𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 is pooled estimator for the variance
𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 refers to the t-statistic with 𝑁1 + 𝑁2 − 2 degrees of freedom
Ni is sample size of dataset of group i
SEi is standard error of path in structural model for group i
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ESSAY 2: THE IMPACT OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION AND
MANAGEMENT TEAM’S BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE ON SOFTWARE
STARTUPS’ SUCCESS
INTRODUCTION
Over the last twenty years, the open source software (OSS) development approach
has attracted the attention of many software companies and millions of users. The OSS
development approach, broadly defined, is an approach that utilizes an Internet-based
community of software developers who voluntarily collaborate to develop software that
organizations or individuals need (Hippel et al. 2003). Sourceforge.net, a popular OSS
hosting site, has over 430,000 projects and more than 3.7 million registered users
(SourceForge 2016). The OSS development approach has fundamentally transformed
traditional software development practices. In contrast to proprietary software
development that focuses heavily on internal R&D process to develop software products,
OSS development utilizes external knowledge from developer communities and user
communities to accelerate the internal innovation (Chesbrough 2003; Chesbrough 2006;
Lee et al. 2012). It emphasizes the collaboration with external communities as the
foundation of its business model (Schlagwein et al. 2014; Whelan et al. 2014). Today,
many software startups are both heavy users of OSS and contributors to their
development.
Despite potential benefits of OSS to software startups, critical questions remain
unanswered. In particular, limited work has focused on the impact of OSS development
relative to the proprietary mode of software production on software startup’s success. On
one hand, the open source mode of software production allows software startups to seek
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external resources to facilitate its internal capability to innovate and to expand markets
(Chesbrough 2003), leading to potentially greater startups’ success. However, the open
source mode may pose higher business risks and require different types of management
(AlMarzouq et al. 2005; Fitzgerald 2006). For example, previous studies suggest that
software startups need to learn how to manage a community to provide support for their
products (e.g., Stam 2009). Because the OSS development approach depends on the
voluntary participation of the community, software startups relying on this approach need
to carefully manage how to gain knowledge from community while contributing to the
community. Keeping active social interaction with the community and ensuring
knowledge transfer from the community to the startup becomes crucial for its success. In
addition, software startups need to maintain their commitment to engage and cooperate
with the community (e.g., Stam 2009). In OSS development, knowledge comes from a
critical mass of community members. If startups do not actively maintain their
cooperation with the community, active developers will likely start to drop out of the
software development, resulting in the ‘fade away’ effect among the rest of the
community members (Zhang et al. 2013). Lastly, software startups face the challenges of
knowledge leakage when their ideas are distributed beyond the firm’s boundary. If not
carefully controlled, knowledge may be leaked to competitors, making it very costly to
deal with (AlMarzouq et al. 2005; Fitzgerald 2006; Whelan et al. 2014).
Unlike the OSS development, proprietary software development is often more
structured and defined (Boulanger 2005). The entire process can be iterative and more
easily controlled as it is performed by the firm’s paid employees (Boulanger 2005). In
addition, proprietary software development can better lock in customers who have
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invested substantially in purchasing the vendor’s software product and in learning how to
use it. Moreover, these customers must rely on the software firm for product support.
Such a lock-in effect can be further strengthened by designing the product to be
interoperable with other software and hardware products, using closed framework or
architecture that lack interoperability with other application, and licensing the software
under exclusive use (Zhu et al. 2012). Nonetheless, using the proprietary development
approach is not costless. Developing proprietary software often requires intensive
investment in internal R&D activities. The product development is typically performed
by a group of internal developers, who, without a community’s voice, may lack insights
into customers’ specific needs. This can lead to uncertainties about market demand.
Hence, the features of the product may not cater to the changing needs of a sufficiently
large customer base. Furthermore, customization and maintenance of proprietary
software products may be more challenging and costly due to the complicated coding of
the software (Boulanger 2005).
Much of past research has focused on either open-source or proprietary software
development approach rather than comparing between the two approaches. For software
startups, knowing the advantages and disadvantages of adopting each product
development approach can help top managers plan out their production development and
accelerate their innovation processes. Software production development is a core activity
of software startups and it drives major business processes while utilizing most
organization resources in these companies. Selecting the appropriate software production
development approach that fits with startups’ technological and financial resources,
therefore, is very important for their success. Given the fact that many software startups
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fail within a few years, such insights can provide some actionable suggestions to software
startups to improve their chance to succeed. Thus, the first research question we address:
RQ1: Are software startups that use the OSS development approach more likely to
succeed than those using closed-source software development approach?
Prior entrepreneurship literature has identified startups’ top management team’s
(TMT) knowledge as an important success factor. TMT’s business knowledge can affect
organizational efficiency, human resources, and capital funding (Simsek et al. 2010;
Thong et al. 1995; Yang et al. 2011). Such business knowledge helps startups create
innovative business processes, shape organizational culture, and achieve business
objectives. From a resource-based view, startups are typically resource constrained; thus
the broad range of tasks necessary for their success are likely to be performed by a
relative small group of top management team members. As a result, TMT’s business
knowledge accumulated from prior working experience is an important element to foster
the software development process inside startups. Such business knowledge helps reduce
complexity and control dynamism of software projects by driving the software
development process, managing the intricacy and possible permutation in software
development steps, allocating resources by prioritizing the product’s feature
developments, and selecting appropriate monetizing strategy to maximize profits given
the variety and innovativeness of business model and monetization approaches
(Fitzgerald 2006; MacCormack et al. 2006; Temizkan et al. 2012). Given the knowledge
intensive nature of software development, it may not only be a direct antecedent of the
software startups’ performance but also determine how much startups may benefit from
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adopting a particular software development approach. Thus, in our study we ask the
second research question:
RQ2: How does the software startup’s TMT’s business knowledge moderate the impact
of software product development approach on its success?
The paper is organized as follow. First, we review previous literature and discuss
the theoretical foundation of software production strategies, entrepreneurial success, and
TMT’s business knowledge. Then, we present the research model, develop the
hypotheses, and describe the research design. Finally, we discuss the results,
contributions and limitations of the study, and suggestions for future research.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Software Production Strategies for Startups
Technology strategy has been identified as a factor influencing the success of
startups (e.g., Zahra 1996). It allows startups to deliver radically new product to the
market, introduce products upgrades, build the facilities, expertise, and skills needed for
continuous innovation, reach external sources that expedite product development, and
offer opportunities for learning, maximize their chances for success (Zahra 1996).
Selecting technology strategy is often based on the venture’s organizational and financial
resources, technological capabilities, and industry competitiveness. Successful startups
often choose the technology strategy that best utilizes their resources, meets their capital
constraints, and allows the execution of their business strategies.
In the context of software industry, prior literature has examined two software
production strategies: open source and proprietary closed-source software development
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approaches. They differ in three dimensions: motivations of developers, coordination
among developers, and software license control and monetizing strategy.
First, the traditional proprietary software development approach relies on
providing financial benefits, career advancement benefits, and other benefits as
determined by developers’ employment contracts (Boulanger 2005). In contrast, a
number of empirical studies have shown that developers have both intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation for contributing to OSS development (e.g., Hars et al. 2002; Roberts et al.
2006). For example, (Bonaccorsi et al. 2006b) distinguish between economic, social and
technological motivations of individual programmers who take part in OSS. Economic
motivation is related to monetary rewards, future career benefits, and gaining reputation
while social motivation is related to altruism, fun, and sense of belonging to the
community. The technological motivation is the motivation to learn and work with new
technology. Attempting to develop a broader and integrative framework, Krogh et al.
(2012) propose a framework based on a meta-analysis that groups motivation into
intrinsic motivation such as altruism, extrinsic motivation such as career advancement
opportunities and monetary incentive, and internalized extrinsic motivation such as
reputation, reciprocity, learning and own-use value.
Secondly, success of the OSS development approach, relies heavily on the
coordination among voluntary developers from various geographical locations and
background, who often work for various organizations (Howison et al. 2014; Krogh et al.
2012). In OSS, software is modularized to reduce the learning curve for new developers
and allow the global distribution of the code contributions (Fitzgerald 2006;
MacCormack et al. 2006). For each phase of software development life cycle, it requires
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the interactions between developers and the open source community. For example,
software patches are submitted to the open source community for reviews. In the
debugging phase, a large number of testers in the community try the software on different
platforms to speed up the bug identification (Fitzgerald 2006). On the other hand, the
success of the proprietary software development approach relies on a structured and welldefined development process among internal or contracted developers (Boulanger 2005).
This closed-source development approach depends on closed interaction and coordination
among a relatively small group of internal developers. Due to the well-defined nature of
the development methodology, the communication among developers is often well
organized. The development process is not visible to the public and only a relative small
number of external users participate in the process such as requirements gathering in
focus groups and beta testing (Boulanger 2005).
Thirdly, in proprietary software development the software product is often
protected by intellectual property rights and is distributed to users under exclusive rights
over the software (Boulanger 2005). In contrast, in OSS the source code is available to
the public; ideas and discussions about the software are often open to community
members. Licensing and software distribution strategies are important to the success of
OSS products (Fitzgerald 2006). Some popular OSS licenses include BSD License,
Mozilla Public License, and MIT license. Each license term protects OSS products
differently in terms of code modification and distribution of derivative work. Each
license requires different strategies to commercialize and distribute software as well.
Fitzgerald (2006), for example, suggests that OSS firms can adopt one of the three
software distribution strategies: distributing free OSS but requiring fees for support
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service, distributing a portion of OSS for free and requiring fees to use the full software,
or distributing OSS for free but requiring fees for customizing the software. West et al.
(2006) identify four strategies employed by firms – pooled R&D/product development,
spinouts, selling complements, and attracting donated complements – to overcome the
challenges of OSS. Bonaccorsi et al. (2006a) investigate the business models adopted by
firms that entered the OSS domain as well as the factors (e.g., firm size, experience with
proprietary software) that influence firms’ degree of openness to OSS. Proposing that a
firm’s preexisting intellectual assets drive its ability to exploit new opportunities, Fosfuri
et al. (2008) argue that the for-profit firm’s stock of patents and trademarks influence its
commercialization of OSS products. While these past studies help explain when a
company decides to go the OSS development strategy route, they do not make an
assessment comparatively with proprietary development strategies.
In sum, the OSS development approach differs from proprietary closed-source
development approach in the motivations of developers, coordination among developers,
and license control and monetizing software strategy. Previous research has focused on
one type of strategies to startup’s success, and there is little study comparing between the
two strategies. Thus, this paper focuses on the influences of each software production
strategy on startups’ success.
Startups’ Success
Startups’ success is the primary goal of new venture since many of them fail or
exit in the first few years (Headd 2003; Stuart et al. 1987). Those unsuccessful firms
typically fail to meet objectives such as launching new products, securing sufficient
funding, hiring talented employees, and generating positive cash flow. Success measures
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for startups often differ from those for established firms. IPO and acquisition often are
measures of startups’ success because they indicate the sale prospect of startups and have
been used in prior research as common measures of small firm performance (Ceccagnoli
et al. 2012; Cockburn et al. 2009). These two approaches represent startup’s exit strategy
that allows investors to get returns on their investments. In our paper, we define startup’s
success as the entrepreneurial ability to exploit the software production strategy to create
necessary resources to succeed in business by either participating in IPO or acquisition.
According to previous studies, in order to succeed, entrepreneurs need to have
five key elements: the venture idea, physical resources, technical know-how, personal
contacts critical to the business, and sales orders from customers (Vesper 1990). The
venture idea is the most important element because it often facilitates the acquisition of
the remaining elements. In addition, entrepreneurs’ human capital and social capital have
also been found to influence the size of startups and their successes (e.g., Colombo et al.
2004; Raz et al. 2007; Stam et al. 2008; Stuart et al. 1987).
Furthermore, startups’ strategies and actions have an impact on their success. For
example, Romanelli (1989) finds that startups’ strategies along several dimensions such
as market breadth and market aggressiveness impact the likelihood of startups’ early
success. Lee et al. (2001) examine the influence of a startup’s internal capabilities and
external networks on its performance. Besides internal factors of new ventures, the
competitive external environment where new ventures are created also influences their
performance such as the likelihood of obtaining funding in both early and late stages
(Cockburn et al. 2009).
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In the hyper-competitive software industry environment, the success of startups
depends heavily on their agility to upgrade software products that meet the constantly
evolving needs of potential customers in order to exploit external resources and remain
competitive. Software development is a process that requires intensive interaction
between users and developers. In proprietary closed-source software startups, frequent
upgrades to their products require the ability to exploit its technological development and
build an effective proprietary research process. This process often incurs high costs
associated for proprietary closed-source software startups (Temizkan et al. 2012). In
addition, the release schedule of upgrade products might be subject to firms’ marketing
and strategic needs. For example, firms might delay or be reluctant to release patches for
software incompatibilities (Casadesus-Masanell et al. 2011). Thus, the frequency of
upgrading products could be hindered for proprietary closed-source software startups
(Temizkan et al. 2012).
In OSS startups due to the access to OSS community network, product
enhancements can be done more frequently. Using external resources, OSS startups tend
to have more frequent improvements to the product due to community participants testing
the product, submitting bugs reports, suggesting new additional features, contributing
their codes, and sharing knowledge with other developers. This software production
strategy allows startups to absorb knowledge from the community in response to changes
in the market and customers’ demands. The knowledge from the developer and user
community enables startups to access innovative ideas about product designs and
improvements. It can give startups flexibility in meeting the changing needs of
customers. Because of the collaboration among software developers and knowledge
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accessed by anyone, the time it takes to find a solution to fix vulnerabilities is reduced.
Arora et al. (2010) for example, suggest that OSS projects release patches more quickly
than closed-source vendors due to more responsive software testers and users. Similarly,
Temizkan et al. (2012) find that software developers release the product patch faster for
OSS than for closed-source software.
Thus, we hypothesize that:
H1A: All else being equal, software startups adopting an open source
development approach will have a higher likelihood to succeed than those adopting a
proprietary closed source development approach.
As discussed earlier, the proprietary closed source development approach can
allow a firm to better control its resources, development process, and intellectual
property, all of which potentially contribute to startups’ success. In addition, success of
startups heavily depends on how they can build a sustainable revenue model. Often
startups have to create their own business strategies to generate revenue to keep their core
business process running (Fitzgerald 2006). Startups take advantage of OSS by offering
different revenue models such as selling services to support free OSS product (service
model), and selling additional features of free OSS product (accessorizing model)
(Fitzgerald 2006). However, those models may yield lower gross profit margin than
traditional selling-subscription revenue model due to lower number of attracted
customers and lower recurring revenue from customers (Schireson 2016). The number of
customers who want to buy premium services for their OSS products tends to be smaller
than the number of customers purchasing subscription of traditional software product due
to free-riding effect (Schireson 2016). When the OSS product is free and provides enough
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benefits for customers, customers tend to be unwilling to pay for additional software
features. In addition, some premium services are one-time services such as setting up
server and configuring workstation that customers only have to pay for one-time. Thus,
there is little incentive for them to buy the service again in the future.
One of the advantages of closed-source software development approach is its
“lock-in” strategy (Zhu et al. 2012). It refers to the situation where customers are
dependent on one vendor’s products and services due to substantial switching cost. This
strategy reduces the bargaining power of customers and increases the long-term revenue
for proprietary closed-source software (Zhu et al. 2012). Thus, proprietary closed-source
software are better able to build sustaining revenue model by focusing on selling products
than selling services that only can attract a small amount of customers.
Due to the nature of closed-source software development approach, where its
code and innovative ideas are not available to public, startups’ knowledge is circulated
within a relative small group of developers, reducing the risk of knowledge leakage to
their competitors. On the other hand, OSS is built on the premise of knowledge exchange
where startups’ knowledge is shared with the online community of users and developers
who contribute their knowledge and code. However, the knowledge key to the
competitive advantage of the firm may leak outside of its firm boundary more easily than
a firm adopting the closed-source software development approach (Whelan et al. 2014).
Given the complexity and dynamism of the software projects, closed-source
software development approach has greater control over software project complexity than
OSS. Prior literature has suggested that open source software development may lead to
higher complexity and uncertainty of the project due to information overload from users
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and developer community, the variety of approaches to motivate external voluntary
developers with diverse backgrounds and skills, and difficulty in controlling and
engaging a larger numbers of developers and users (Whelan et al. 2014; Zhang et al.
2013). On the other hand, closed-source software development approach does not depend
on a large external network of users and developers. Thus, it may have lower risk in
software complexity and uncertainty than OSS. We hypothesize that:
H1B: All else being equal, software startups adopting a proprietary closed source
development approach will have a higher likelihood to succeed than those adopting an
open source development approach.
TMT’s Business Knowledge
TMT refers to the people who drive startups’ innovation, strategies, and capital.
They are the key decision makers guiding the direction of the firm and shaping the
organizational capabilities. Thus, their knowledge has a strong impact on the firm’s
success (Bassellier et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2011). Business knowledge determines the
skills and abilities of the top management team that enable them to understand the
organization’s goals and objectives, core capabilities, and success factors (Bassellier et al.
2004). It not only affects a TMT’s cognitive bias and influences their strategic choices
(Hambrick et al. 1984) but also helps shape the culture of the organization (Yang et al.
2011).
The value of TMT’s business knowledge comes from the abilities to manage
organizational resources and assess the potential payoffs and risks of strategic options.
The team with greater business knowledge will be more likely to recognize opportunity
and turn opportunity into competitive advantage (Beckman et al. 2007), utilize scarce
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resource (e.g., hiring talents) to create innovative products, and increase the information
exchange within organization and to people outside organization (Forbes 2005;
Srivastava et al. 2005). Furthermore, some TMT members with past entrepreneurial
successful experience are more likely to attract funding from venture capital firms into
their startup firms (Dimov et al. 2007).
One of the strategic choices that a software startup makes is whether to adopt an
open-source or proprietary software development strategy. We argue that the impact of
the software production strategy on the startup’s success is contingent on the extent of its
TMT’s business knowledge. When a startup adopts an OSS product development
strategy, with access to the OSS community, its TMT’s business knowledge becomes
even more important than when the firm adopts a proprietary product development
strategy.
Since OSS development is highly dependent on the external network, TMT’s
business knowledge helps the startup better interact with external users and developers
and leverage the value brought by the external community. First, OSS-based startups are
often able to tap into the technical knowledge and expertise of the community as well as
the support of software users. However, they need to possess and apply acute business
understanding in order to identify valuable ideas from the vast amount of feedback and
knowledge contribution from the community and successfully incorporate these ideas
into the development of future software releases. TMT’s business knowledge helps
manage the information flown into and contributed by the OSS community, reducing the
complexity of software development and increasing organization learning from the
community (e.g., MacCormack et al. 2006; Srivastava et al. 2005).
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Secondly, TMT makes resource allocation decisions regarding software
development and drives the key decision making in terms of product design and
development. The software development process of OSS startups often involves
tremendous numbers of voluntary software developers. Each phase of software
development cycle requires collaboration from developers who have different levels of
ability and domain expertise. For example, given the high degree of software modularity
allowing a large number of developers to collaborate on a software product (Fitzgerald
2006), TMT members can facilitate the collaboration process by prioritizing resource
commitment to specific feature developments that could yield the best results. In many
cases, the TMT’s decisions affect the quality of structural change of finished software
(MacCormack et al. 2006).
Thirdly, due to the nature of OSS, OSS-based software startups need to carefully
determine which business model to adopt in manage the licensing of their products,
which requires a significant amount of business knowledge. Since the code is publicly
available, these startups need to protect their products from their competitors and
implement appropriate strategy to monetize their products. For example, they could use a
service model, a market creating model, a dual licensing model, and an accessorizing
model (Fitzgerald 2006). Startups can decide to use a OSS service model emphasizing
distributing software free of charge to clients but providing paid services for supporting
and maintaining the software. This business model allows users to freely download the
OSS software, but they will have to pay premium fees if they are looking for enterprise
solutions that require complex configurations. In addition, a dual licensing model is
another business model that an OSS startups can use to generate revenue. Using the dual
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licensing model, startups can offer commercial license to customers if they are willing to
purchase the products. Finally, OSS startup can adopt an accessorizing model that
emphasizes selling instruction manuals and supporting documents to other organizations.
In sum, leveraging the potential of the OSS business model is particularly complex and
challenging and is highly reliant on the business knowledge and acumen of the TMT.
Without TMT’s significant business knowledge and experience, the startup using an OSS
development strategy may be unlikely to fully leverage the resources and benefits
brought by the community of developers and users.
Thus, we hypothesize that:
H2: A software startup’s TMT’s amount of business knowledge positively
moderates the impact of adopting the OSS development approach on the startup’s
likelihood of success, more so than a startup adopting a proprietary development
approach.
Figure 1 below depicts our proposed model.

Top
Management
Team s Business
Knowledge

H2

Software
Development
Approach (OSS vs.
Closed-Source)

H1A-H1B
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Software
Startup s Success

Figure 1: Research Model
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Data
We constructed a panel data set consisting of software startups such as
SugarCRM, DropBox, and MongoDB engaged in variety of design, development,
production, and sales of software (Huang et al. 2013a; Huang et al. 2013b). We collected
data on these software startups and their top management team information from multiple
archival databases.
To test the hypotheses developed in the previous section, we require a data set
that contains both OSS startups and closed-source software startups. We adopted the
empirical strategy adopted by Hsu (2006) to match the two samples by key observable
characteristics while controlling for as many differences as possible. This method allows
us to create two sets of startups that use different software development approaches but
are comparable in other aspects.
Specifically, we first identified 241 OSS startups from VentureXpert, Crunchbase,
and Angel.co. VentureXpert is a trusted database that is endorsed by National Venture
Capital Association and PwC (VentureXpert 2004) while Crunchbase and Angel.co are
considered as two of the largest community-driven data sources for tracking startups and
venture capitalists (Eugene et al. 2012). Within these data sources, we identified open
source startups by searching for firms whose business descriptions contain the keywords
“open” or “open source”. We narrowed down the list to include only private software
firms headquartered in the U.S. and founded after 2001. In order to ensure that our
sample of open-source software startups indeed adopted OSS approach for their product
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development, we manually searched for documents that contained keywords “open” or
“open source” on their websites to verify whether they use OSS approach. In the case that
firms’ websites no longer exist due to IPO and acquisition, cease of operation, or
bankruptcy, we conducted a similar search in their archived websites (web.archive.org).
Overall, 241 startups remained and were classified as OSS startups. Of these firms, 48
were dropped because of missing data in at least one variable. Our final sample of
software startups adopting an OSS development approach includes 193 firms, whose data
were collected over the period of 2001-2016.
Our next step was to find a comparable set of software startups adopting the
proprietary software development approach. We constructed this matching sample using
the following hierarchical procedure. For each OSS startup that we identified in the
previous step, we obtained a list of software startups that matched its 4 digit NAICS
codes, and were founded within one year range from VentureXpert. We then used LexisNexis News to check whether the OSS startup and the matching startups are competitors.
By using keywords “compete”, “competitor”, “similar”, and the names of the OSS startup
and of the matched startups, we were able to manually verify the direct competition
between these firms from major news sources (e.g., Techcrunch, Wall Street Journals,
Business Insider etc.). This step yielded 751 firms that we considered as competitors of
the OSS sample. We then further narrowed down the list to include only those private
firms headquartered in US and founded after 2001. We then removed duplicates where
one startup in the matching sample competes with multiple OSS startups. Only 279 firms
remained in our matching data set. Finally, we used the same procedure to check whether
they used the proprietary software development approach by manually searching for
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documents that contained keyword “open” or “open source” at their websites. If no
relevant documents were found, the startup was then identified as one that uses
proprietary software development approach. As a result, the proprietary matching sample
consisted of 197 firms, 35 of which were dropped because of missing data in at least one
variable. Our final sample includes 162 startups using proprietary software development
approach.
In sum, we gathered 193 OSS startups and 162 matching software startups using
proprietary development approach and collected their information during the period of
2001-2016, resulting in a total of 2669 observations. Our unit of analysis is startup that
uses either OSS or proprietary software development approach when starting its business.
At the peak in 2014, 297 firms are present and 12 firms in lowest point in 2001.
Empirical Approach
Since we are interested in whether and when a startup experienced IPO or was
acquired by another firm, survival analysis is the appropriate approach to be employed.
Survival analysis allows us to examine the distribution of time between characteristics of
triggering events (predictors) and the outcomes (success). Because we need to consider
the timing of the event, and how the predicting factors such as TMT’s business
knowledge changes over time, survival analysis is able to include these time-varying
covariates in the analysis. To test our hypotheses, we adopted Cox proportional hazard
model, which makes no assumptions about the forms of the baseline hazard function and
is suitable to identify the factor influencing the hazard rate (Oestreicher-Singer et al.
2013). The model has the following form:
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𝑝

ℎ(𝑡, 𝑥) = ℎ0 (𝑡)𝑒 ∑𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖 𝑥𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑥 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , . . , 𝑥𝑝 )
where x is the vector of explanatory variables and 𝛽𝑖 is the parameter to be estimated for i
= 1 ,2 ,3, … p. The cox proportional hazard function is the product of two quantities:
ℎ0 (𝑡) is the baseline hazard function, and the second is the exponential expression 𝑒 to
the linear sum of 𝛽𝑖 𝑥𝑖 where the sum is over the explanatory x variables. In general, a
hazard rate can be computed by the hazard of one firm divided by the hazard of another
firm (Kim et al. 2009; Li et al. 2010). If the hazard rate is less than 1, firm A has a
smaller hazard rate or likelihood of the event than firm B.
Measures
Dependent variables
We consider a startup to be successful if it either participates in IPO or is acquired
by another firm. IPO and acquisition are selected as a measure of startups’ success
because they indicate the sale prospect of startups and it’s a common measure of small
firm performance (Ceccagnoli et al. 2012; Cockburn et al. 2009). We collected data on
IPO and acquisition from VentureExpert and Crunchbase databases.
We captured the timing of a startup participating in IPO or being acquired using
the variable SuccessDuration, which is equal to the number of years between a startup’s
initiation and its IPO or acquisition by another firm. For startups that did not go public or
were not acquired, SuccessDuration represents the length of the duration between the
year founded and the ending of our observation period. To represent whether a startup
participated in IPO or was acquired, we have a censoring indicator variable Censor which
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takes the value of 1 if the event (IPO or acquisition) occurred during the observation
period and 0 otherwise.
Independent variables
SoftwareProductionStrategy. A startup‘s software production strategy is identified
in two steps for firms adopting OSS and proprietary software production strategy. For
OSS, we first examined their business description in VentureXpert, Crunchbase, and
Angel.co to see whether they contain keywords “open” or “open source”. We, then, cross
checked at their websites by using the same keywords to find any web pages mentioning
“open” or “open source”. We checked the content of these web pages to find out whether
the main products are developed by using open source strategy. The main products are
often shown on the home page of startups’ websites. In some cases where the startups’
web pages no longer existed, we used Web Achieve to check their archived web sites. To
identify whether a firm adopts the proprietary software production strategy, we searched
for keywords “open” or “open source” in the content of the firms’ web pages and
classified the startup as one adopting proprietary software development approach if there
was no mentioning of “open” or “open source”. If we found web pages containing the
keywords, we then checked the content of these web pages to ensure that the firm did not
use OSS to develop its main products. The variable SoftwareProductionStrategy takes the
value of 1 if the startup uses the open source development strategy and 0 if it uses the
proprietary development strategy.
BusinessKnowledge. We operationalized BusinessKnowledge as the average
number of years that the focal firm’s top management team members have worked in top
executive positions in software industries (NAICS 5112) – database development,
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software package development, network design development, computer systems design
and development, application service development, internet application development, and
other published software - before joining the focal startup. Data on experiences of the top
management team were collected from LinkedIn and VentureXpert. For each firm, we
collected their top management team member’s job title from its website. If the top
management team member’s job title does not existed, we used keywords “president”,
“vice president”, “director”, or “chief” to identity top management team. Using LinkedIn
and VentureXpert, we were able to capture BusinessKnowledge of each startup’s top
management team for each year during our observation window. The total number of top
management team members was 5749. We coded each team member’s business
knowledge based on the number of years he or she had worked in senior executive
position in software industries listed above before joining the focal startup. We then
calculated the average business knowledge for each firm’s top management team in our
sample.
Control variables
We also control for the following factors related to the founders’ background and
the startups’ characteristics that may influence their likelihood of success.
NumberofFounders. A startup’s success may be influenced by the number of
founders. Some founders may stay with the startups whereas others may decide to leave
after a period of time (Susarla et al. 2011). NumbersofOwners is operationalized as the
numbers of founders of the firm when it was founded. We collected this data from
VentureXpert and Crunchbase. If there were missing data from these two sources, we
collected the information from the firm’s website or from Google search.
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FoundersEducation. The founders’ education has been found to influence the
startups’ success (Dimov et al. 2007; Florin 2005). Variable FoundersEducation
represents the average level of education that the focal firm’s founders had at the time of
the firm’s establishment. We coded the level of education from 1 to 4 representing (1)
high school, (2) bachelor, (3) master including J.D. and MBA, and (4) Ph.D level
education. We gathered this data from LinkedIn and Bloomberg. If there were missing
data from these two sources, we used the startup’s website or Google search to find such
information.
FundingRound. The number of funding rounds has been found to influence the
success of startups (Hsu 2006). Startups that went through more rounds of funding may
be more likely to go public or be acquired. We operationalized this variable by counting
the number of funding rounds that the firm went through. The data was collected from
VentureXpert and Crunchbase.
FundingSize. We also control for the amount of funding that startups have
received because prior research has found that the funding size may influence startups’
success (Beckman et al. 2007; Hsu 2006). We operationalized the variable as the natural
log of funding amount received from other investors. The data was collected from
VentureXpert and Crunchbase.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics and pairwise correlations are shown in Table 1. The numbers
of startups that participated in an IPO or acquisition is 99 (27.96%) during 2001-2016.
For successful startups, the average number of years between the firm’s founding and its
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IPO or acquisition is 5.79. The sample firms that experienced IPO or acquisition received
44.02 million funding and 4 rounds of funding on average, compare to $47.04 million
funding and 3.63 funding round for startups that did not experience IPO or acquisition.
We tested the variance inflation factor (VIF) values for all predictor variables. The
highest value VIF is 1.51, below the threshold value of 10 (Belsley et al. 1980).

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Mean
Variables
5.03
(1) SuccessDuration
(2) SoftwareProductionStrategy 0.54
6.00
(3) BusinessKnowledge
1.76
(4) NumberofFounders
2.66
(5) FoundersEducation
2.21
(6) FundingRound
2.11
(7) FundingSize
Note: significant levels: * p < 0.05, ** p <0.01

StDev
3.280
0.499
2.412
0.966
0.829
2.223
1.601

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.005
0.098**
-0.040**
0.035
0.557**
0.558**

0.029
-0.189**
0.092**
-1.000**
-0.120**

0.001
0.003 -0.138**
0.125** 0.115** -0.042**
0.096** 0.108** -0.012** 0.767**

Results of Hypotheses Testing
Table 2 reports the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for the full model.

Table 2. Survival Analysis Results
Variables
(2) SoftwareProductionStrategy
(3) BusinessKnowledge
(4) NumberofFounders
(5) FoundersEducation
(6) FundingRound
(7) FundingSize
(8) BusinessKnowledge*SoftwareProductionStrategy
Note: significant levels: * p < 0.05, ** p <0.01

Coefficient
-0.526**
-0.040**
0.100**
-0.024
-0.105**
-0.253**
0.053**

StDev
0.109
0.012
0.018
0.024
0.015
0.021
0.017

Hazard ratio
0.591
0.961
1.105
0.976
0.901
0.777
1.054

Hypotheses H1A and H1B argue that startups adopting OSS software production
strategy are more and less likely to succeed than those adopting proprietary software
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development strategy. Results suggest that when startups adopt the OSS approach, their
hazard of success (i.e. IPO or acquisition) is 40.9% less than when they adopt the
proprietary software development approach (χ2 = 23.176, p = 0.001), supporting H1B.
Hypothesis 2 tests whether firm success is affected by the interaction between
software production strategy and TMT’s business knowledge. We are interested in
examining how different levels of business knowledge affect success of firms adopting
different types of software production strategy. We used coefficients for the variables in
table 3 to compute 2 types of hazard rates: 1) when business knowledge is high and OSS
software production strategy is adopted, and 2) when business knowledge is low and OSS
software production strategy is adopted. We defined high business knowledge existing
when it is one standard deviation above the mean, and low business knowledge when it is
one standard deviation below the mean (Li et al. 2010). We find that when business
knowledge is high and OSS software production strategy is adopted, firm success hazard
rate increases from 0.591 to 0.623 (𝑒 −0.526+0.053 ), an increase of 5.41%. In contrast,
when the amount of business knowledge is low and OSS software production strategy is
adopted, the firm success hazard rate reduces from 0.591 to 0.56 (𝑒 −0.526−0.053 ), a
reduction of 5.5%. The results provide evidence supporting hypothesis 2 that startups
adopting OSS with a greater amount of business knowledge have a significantly higher
success rate than startups adopting closed-source software development approach.
In our study, we also find that number of founders, funding size, and the number
of funding rounds have a significant impact on the startup’s success. These findings are
consistent with previous entrepreneurship research (e.g., Beckman et al. 2007; Hsu 2006)
that startups are likely to be more successful when they attract more venture capital from
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investors, and the early startups’ team members are critical due to the overwhelming
difficulty in the first few years of running business.
We also find unexpected results in our analysis. We find the founder’s education
does not significantly influence the startup’s success. Other studies (e.g., Florin 2005;
Forbes 2005) find that startups are more likely to succeed when their founders have
higher education. For example, Knockaert et al. (2015) suggests that in high bio-tech
industry startups whose founders have a high level of degree completed are likely to be
successful than other startups founded by people with less advanced degrees. This may be
due to the fact that many software startups’ founders starts their business shortly after
they finish their undergrad or master degree to leverage the opportunities they identify in
the market in a hyper-competitive and highly dynamic software market.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study is to empirically examine the impact of software
production strategies on software startups’ success, and the moderating role of their
TMT’s business knowledge for software production strategies on startup’s success. Using
longitudinal data about software startups during the 2001-2016 period, we find that
software production strategy has a significant impact on the software startups’ success.
Startups adopting the OSS strategy have a lower success rate than those adopting
proprietary software production strategy, suggesting the OSS software production
strategy may be a riskier strategy than the traditional proprietary strategy. This result is
aligned with the findings in previous studies that closed-source software startups can
build better sustainable revenue model than OSS startups (Schireson 2016; Zhu et al.
2012).
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Previous research (e.g., Cheng et al. 2011; Sacks 2015) has primarily used
analytical models to address the competition between the proprietary approach and the
OSS approach at the industry level. Sacks (2015), for example, suggests that the success
of OSS is tied to the deterioration of closed-source software because they compete for
technologically savvy individuals, thus reducing the welfare of the market. Cheng et al.
(2011) develop analytical models to compare the maximized profit and optimal market
share between OSS and closed-source software and find that when the market is
competitive, the profit of closed-source software is increased at the expense of decreasing
profit for OSS. Overall, the research on software production strategies has been primarily
at the industry level and there is little empirical evidence showing the performance
implications of startups’ software production strategies. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first empirical study that investigates how software production strategy
influences the performance of software startups.
Furthermore, building upon the existing literature that emphasizes the role of
startups’ TMT’s business knowledge in shaping the firm’s success, we take a step further
and examine whether TMT’s business knowledge amplifies or attenuates the impact of
adopting OSS software production strategy. Our findings suggest that the startup’s
TMT’s business knowledge helps mitigate the risk involved in adopting the OSS
development strategy. Such a moderating role of the TMT’s business knowledge can be
due to the fact that the success of an OSS project to a large extent depends on the external
network among community (AlMarzouq et al. 2005; Cheng et al. 2011), users and
developers. Further, OSS projects often fail when a critical mass of members stop
participating in the community and, hence, it requires the TMT’s business knowledge to
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encourage members’ continued participation in the community. In addition, developing a
workable revenue model is complex for OSS based startups and business knowledge and
experience in the software industry can help companies hone their revenue models.
Hence, startups tend to be more successful when their TMT members have more business
knowledge to manage and engage the external community. This finding is aligned the
finding in previous studies about OSS success that attracting online community is critical
(e.g., AlMarzouq et al. 2005; Cheng et al. 2011).
Practically, this study sheds light on the antecedents of startups’ success by
focusing on the choice of software production strategy. Our findings suggest that
selecting appropriate software production is crucial to the startup’s success. Our results
offer the insight that TMT’s business knowledge is more beneficial to startups adopting
the OSS production strategy than those adopting the proprietary production strategy,
suggesting the need for OSS-oriented software entrepreneurs to seek TMT members who
have the business acuity on how to engage and collaborate with the community in order
to better leverage the resources embedded in the OSS community. One of the advantages
of OSS-based startups is the low investment requirements compared to closed-source
software-based startups. With the access to a large community, OSS allows startups to
bring their ideas into reality with low R&D investment. However, the tradeoff of
adopting OSS is that startups may have smaller chance to succeed than closed-source
software startups and they require TMT members with extensive business knowledge on
how to manage community and OSS projects. Within its resource constraints, OSS-based
startups need to attract TMT members by its innovative ideas and prospective growth of
the company. In fact, recent OSS such as OpenStack and Bootstrap are gaining a lot of
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attention from the community due to their innovation (Phipps 2014). Many TMT
members join OSS firms not because of monetary motivation but because of their
intrinsic motivation such as atrium and self-challenge. Thus, OSS startups might have to
think about their strategies to sell their ideas to the community to find people who are
passionate about their products and who possess a significant amount of business
knowledge and acumen.
We also identify the limitations of this study. Our data were collected mainly
from archival news databases, databases of startups, and startups’ websites. Future
research may examine the OSS community activity at SourceForge or GitHub as a
potential antecedent of the success of startups adopting the OSS development strategy. In
addition, our secondary archival data does not allow us to directly observe the startup’s
business processes, decision-making, or the extent to which their main products are
developed using the OSS approach.
Future research may conduct a longitudinal survey of both OSS and proprietary
software-based startups about their business process and the extent their business models
rely on the OSS approach. Combining such primary data with archival data would allow
us to further examine how the degree of openness in their software development strategy
(as opposed to open or closed-source) may influence their performance.
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